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AbstractÐMemory bandwidth is rapidly becoming the limiting performance factor for many applications, particularly for streaming

computations such as scientific vector processing or multimedia (de)compression. Although these computations lack the temporal

locality of reference that makes traditional caching schemes effective, they have predictable access patterns. Since most modern

DRAM components support modes that make it possible to perform some access sequences faster than others, the predictability of the

stream accesses makes it possible to reorder them to get better memory performance. We describe a Stream Memory Controller

(SMC) system that combines compile-time detection of streams with execution-time selection of the access order and issue. The SMC

effectively prefetches read-streams, buffers write-streams, and reorders the accesses to exploit the existing memory bandwidth as

much as possible. Unlike most other hardware prefetching or stream buffer designs, this system does not increase bandwidth

requirements. The SMC is practical to implement, using existing compiler technology and requiring only a modest amount of special-

purpose hardware. We present simulation results for fast-page mode and Rambus DRAM memory systems and we describe a

prototype system with which we have observed performance improvements for inner loops by factors of 13 over traditional access

methods.

Index TermsÐMemory systems architecture, memory latency, memory bandwidth, memory access ordering, memory access

scheduling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

PROCESSOR speeds are increasing much faster than
memory speeds, thus memory latency and bandwidth

are rapidly becoming the limiting performance factors for
many applications. This work addresses the memory
bandwidth problem for an important class of applications:
those whose inner loops linearly traverse streams of vector-
like data, i.e., structured data having a known, fixed
displacement between successive elements. Because they
execute sustained accesses, these streamed computations are
limited more by bandwidth than by latency. Examples of
these kinds of programs include vector (scientific) compu-
tations, multimedia applications, compression and decom-
pression, encryption, signal processing, image processing,
text searching, some graphics applications, and DNA

sequence matching, to name a few. We often couch our
discussion in terms of scientific computation, but our
results are applicable to a much wider class of applications.

Caching has long been used to bridge the gap between

microprocessor and DRAM performance, but, as the

bandwidth problem grows, the effectiveness of the techni-

que is rapidly diminishing [5], [52]. Even if the addition of

cache memory is a sufficient solution for general-purpose

scalar computing (and even some portions of vector-

oriented computations), its general effectiveness for vector

processing is questionable. The vectors used in streamed

computations are normally too large to cache and each

element is visited only once during lengthy portions of the

computation. This lack of temporal locality of reference

makes caching less effective than it might be for other parts

of the program. In addition to traditional caching, other

proposed solutions to the memory bandwidth problem

range from software prefetching and iteration space tiling,

to prefetching or nonblocking caches, unusual memory

systems (such as those with prime [23] or pseudorandom

[46] interleavings), and address transformations (such as

skewing [24]). These solutions generally presume that

memory components require about the same time to access

any random location, an assumption that does not hold for

modern DRAMs. Memory systems can be made more

efficient by exploiting the modes and features of current

DRAM devices.
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2 DRAM BASICS

Before discussing our technique for improving memory
system performance, we first review the basic operation of
dynamic memory devices. Since DRAM storage cell arrays
are typically rectangular, a data access sequence consists of
a row access (RAS, or row address strobe signal) followed by
one or more column accesses (CAS, or column address strobe
signal). During RAS, the row address is presented to the
DRAM. In fast page mode (or just page mode), data in the
storage cells of the decoded row are moved into a bank of
sense amplifiers (or a page buffer), which serves as a row
cache. During CAS, the column address is decoded and the
selected data is read from the sense amps. Once the sense
amps are precharged and the selected page (row) is loaded,
the page remains charged long enough for many columns to
be accessed. Consecutive accesses to the current rowÐ
called page hits or row hitsÐrequire only a CAS, allowing
data to be accessed at the maximum frequency.

Although the memory core of Rambus DRAMs is similar
to that of other current DRAMs, the architecture and
interface are unique. An RDRAM is actually an interleaved
memory system integrated onto a single chip. The interface
provides separate pins for row address, column address,
and data and the pipelined microarchitecture supports up
to four outstanding requests. By transferring 16 bits of data
on each edge of the 400MHz interface clock, even a single
Direct RDRAM chip can yield up to 1.6 Gbytes/sec in
bandwidth. All 64 Mbit RDRAMs incorporate at least eight
independent banks of memory. Some RDRAM cores
incorporate 16 banks in a ªdouble bankº architecture, but
two adjacent banks cannot be accessed simultaneously,
making the total number of independent banks effectively
eight [44], [45].

The key point is that the order of requests strongly
affects the performance of all these memory devices.
Request order is important on another level: Accesses to
different banks can be performed faster than successive
accesses to the same bank. In addition, the order of reads
with respect to writes affects bus utilization: Every time the
memory controller switches between reading and writing, a
bus turnaround delay must be introduced to allow data
traveling in the opposite direction to clear.

3 ACCESS ORDERING

A comprehensive solution to the memory bandwidth
problem should exploit the richness of the full memory
hierarchy, both its architecture and its component char-
acteristics. One way to do this is via access orderingÐ
changing the order of memory requests to increase memory
system performance. For applications that perform vector-
like, streaming memory accesses, for instance, effective
bandwidth can be increased by reordering the requests to
take advantage of device properties such as page mode,
internal banking, and pipelined interfaces. The notion that
performance of memory-intensive applications can be
improved by reordering memory requests is not new, but
our work is unique in the combination of how and when
that ordering is applied. Access ordering systems can be
broadly classified by three key components:

. stream detection (SD), the recognition of streams
accessed within a loop, along with their parameters
(base address, stride, etc.);

. access ordering (AO), the determination of that
interleaving of stream references that most effi-
ciently utilizes the memory system; and

. access issuing (AI), the determination of when the
load/store operations will be issued.

Each of these functions may be addressed at compile time,
CT , or by hardware at run time, RT . This taxonomy
classifies access ordering systems by a tuple �SD;AO;AI�,
indicating the time at which each function is performed.

3.1 Compile-Time Schemes

Benitez and Davidson [4] detect streams at compile time
and Moyer [40] derives access-ordering algorithms relative
to a precise analytic model of memory systems. Moyer's
scheme unrolls loops and groups accesses to each stream so
that the cost of each DRAM page-miss can be amortized
over several references to the same page. Lee's subroutines
to mimic Cray instructions on the Intel i860XR include
another purely compile-time approach: He treats the cache
as a pseudo ªvector registerº by reading vector elements in
blocks (using no-caching load instructions) and then
writing them to a preallocated portion of cache [32].
Meadows et al. describe a similar scheme for the Portland
Group International i860 compiler [39] and Loshin and
Budge give a general description of the technique [31]. The
benefits of this kind of �CT;CT;CT � access ordering can be
dramatic: We measured the time to load a single vector via
Moyer's and Lee's schemes on a node of an iPSC/860,
observing performance improvements between about 40 to
450 percent over cache-line fills, depending on the stride of
the vector [41].

Traditional caching and cache-based software prefetch-
ing techniques (including the compiler-directed prefetching
of Callahan et al. [13], Mowry et al. [37], and Klaiber and
Levy [30], and the software-controlled caches of Cheriton
et al. [16]) may also be considered �CT;CT;CT � schemes.
The compiler detects streams, determines the order of the
memory accesses, and decides where in the instruction
stream the accesses are issued. Alexander et al.'s compiler
optimizations for wide-bus machines [1] and Davidson and
Jinturkar's memory-access coalescing [20] also fall into the
�CT;CT;CT � category, as do schemes that prefetch into
registers or into a special preload buffer (as in Chen et al.'s
technique for register preloading [14] and hardware
support for loop-based preloading [8]). The ªorderingº in
the latter prefetching schemes is simply the processor's
natural access order for the computation. All prefetching
techniques attempt to overlap memory latency with
computation, which can lead to significant performance
increases. Most such techniques can be rendered more
effective by combining them with an access-ordering
scheme to exploit architectural and device characteristics
of the underlying memory system.

The purely compile-time approach can be augmented
with an enhanced memory controller that provides buffer
space and that automates vector prefetching, producing a
�CT;CT;RT � system. Doing this relieves register pressure
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and decouples the sequence of accesses generated by the
processor from the sequence observed by the memory
system: The compiler determines a sequence of vector
references to be issued and buffered, but the actual access
issue is executed by the memory controller. Schemes that
decouple the issuing of the memory accesses from the
processor's instruction execution without performing
sophisticated access scheduling can be considered
�CT;CT;RT � schemes. For instance, Chiueh [10] proposes
a programmable prefetch engine that fetches vector data for
the next loop iteration. This data is stored in a special buffer,
the Array Register File, until the corresponding iteration is
executed, at which point the prefetched data is transferred
to cache. Using a separate prefetch buffer avoids cache
conflicts between the current and future working sets of
vector data, but not between the vectors and the scalar data
that they may displace. The scheme has a limited prefetch
distance, the time between a prefetch operation and the
corresponding load instruction. Furthermore, it assumes
that all memory accesses take about the same amount of
time, making no attempt to improve effective bandwidth by
reordering vector accesses.

3.2 Run-Time Schemes

The �CT;CT;CT � and �CT;CT;RT � solutions are static in
the sense that the order of references seen by the memory is
determined at compile time. Dynamic access ordering
systems determine the interleaving of a set of references
at run-time, either by introducing logic into the memory
controller, by executing code to decide the reference
pattern, or by some combination of the two. The benefits
of compile-time ordering schemes can be substantial, but
their performance is below those of dynamic schemes. The
compiler cannot generate the optimal access sequence
without the address alignment information that is usually
only available at run time. For instance, on systems with
page mode DRAMs, the compiler cannot determine where
stream data crosses DRAM page boundaries.

For a dynamic �CT;RT;RT � system, stream descriptors
are developed at compile time and sent to the memory
controller at run time, where the order of memory
references is determined dynamically and independently.
Determining access order dynamically allows the controller
to optimize behavior based on run-time interactions. Valero
et al. propose efficient hardware to dynamically avoid bank
conflicts in vector processors by accessing vector elements
out of order, analyzing this system first for single vectors
[50] and then extending the work for multiple vectors [51].
Del Corral and Llaberia analyze a related hardware scheme
for avoiding bank conflicts among multiple vectors in
complex memory systems [17]. These access ordering
schemes focus on vector computers whose memory systems
are composed of SRAM components, which have uniform
access time.

Current approaches most closely related to ours are the
Command Vector Memory System proposed by Corbal et al.
[9] and the Impulse Adaptable Main Memory Controller
being developed by Carter et al. [11]. Corbal et al.'s system
exploits parallelism and locality of reference to improve
effective bandwidth for vector accesses on out-of-order
vector processors with dual-banked SDRAM memories.

Instead of sending individual requests to specific devices,
this approach broadcasts commands requesting multiple,
independent words. The memory subsystem orders
requests to each dual-banked device, attempting to overlap
precharge operations to each internal SDRAM bank with
access operations to the other. This system buffers stream
data in vector registers within the CPU.

The Impulse memory controller increases processor
cache and memory bus utilization by dynamically remap-
ping physical memory. Impulse enables several optimiza-
tions that let the application control how, when, and where
its data are loaded into the on-chip caches: gathering sparse
data into dense cache lines, tiling and recoloring data
structures without copying, and mapping noncontiguous
physical pages to a single TLB entry [49], [11]. The compiler
or application programmer inserts system calls to remap
data structures, making this a �CT;RT;RT � approach.
Impulse prefetches and buffers data within the memory
controller until the CPU requests them, avoiding cache
pollution. Most of the approaches outlined in this section do
little to improve memory performance for sparse data
structures, but Impulse remaps irregular or strided data so
that elements occupy dense regions of cache. Mathew et al.
describe a subcomponent of the Impulse controller, the
Parallel Vector Access Unit [38]. This unit operates on
vector commands and exploits SDRAM device character-
istics to gather strided data efficiently. Other kinds of access
ordering are under investigation.

Fully dynamic �RT;RT;RT � systems implement access
ordering without compiler support by augmenting the
previous controller with logic to decide what to fetch and
when. Whether or not such a scheme is superior to a
�CT;RT;RT � system depends on the relative quality of the
compile-time and run-time algorithms for deciding the
access pattern, the extent to which prefetching is exploited
(that is, whether or not there is a limited prefetch distance),
and the relative hardware costs.

Baer and Chen [2], Fu and Patel [22], and Sklenar [48]
have proposed �RT;RT;RT � ªvector prefetch unitsº that
induce stream parameters at run-time. The cache-based
sequential hardware prefetching of Dahlgren et al. [19]
eliminates the need for detecting strides dynamically. The
prefetch distance of these run-time techniques is generally
limited to a few loop iterations (or a few cache lines) and the
prefetched data may replace other needed data or may be
evicted before it is used. None of these schemes orders
accesses to fully exploit the underlying memory architec-
ture. The lookahead technique proposed by Bird and Uhlig
[7] uses a Bank Active Scoreboard to order accesses
dynamically to avoid bank contention, but does not try to
exploit device characteristics such as page mode.

Palacharla and Kessler [43] investigate code restructur-
ing techniques to exploit an �RT;RT;RT � unit-stride read-
ahead stream buffer and page mode memory devices on the
Cray T3D [29]. The read-ahead mechanism operates like
Jouppi's proposed stream buffers [27]: On a cache miss, the
memory controller first performs the cache-line fill, then the
read-ahead hardware automatically prefetches the next
consecutive cache line into a stream buffer inside the
memory controller. If the next cache miss hits in the stream
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buffer, the entire line is transferred to cache and the next
cache line of data is prefetched to the buffer. If the next
cache miss also misses in the stream buffer, the buffer's
contents are discarded, the desired line is fetched for the
cache, and the subsequent line is prefetched. In Palacharla
and Kessler's approach, the order in which vectors are
fetched is decided at compile-time, but they avoid cache
conflicts by determining at run-time the amount of each
vector to fetch at once. They measure a performance
improvement of up to 75 percent in two, three, and four-
stream examples and Brooks demonstrates a factor of 13
improvement in T3D performance after applying access
ordering to a 3� 3 matrix multiplication routine used in
Quantum Chromo Dynamics codes [6]. These performance
benefits are substantial, but this approach offers little
flexibility: ªProgrammingº the streaming mechanism
amounts to rearranging the source code to present the
hardware with an appropriate sequence of addresses.
Effectively exploiting these stream buffers thus requires
significant modifications to the source program.

Palacharla and Kessler also investigate the use of a set of
stream buffers as a replacement for secondary cache [42]
(similar to what was implemented in the Cray T3D and T3E
multiprocessors [47]). This scheme generally increases
cache hit rates for the benchmarks simulated, but these
improvements come at the expense of increased main
memory bandwidth requirements. Even with a filter to
reduce the number of false stream accesses, these stream
buffers require as much as 45-50 percent extra bandwidth
for a few of the scientific benchmarks studied and 25 percent
or more extra bandwidth for more than half of them. Farkas
et al. mitigate this problem with an incremental prefetching
technique that reduces stream buffer bandwidth consump-
tion by 50 percent without decreasing performance [21].

In addition to implementing read-ahead stream buffers,
the Cray T3E multiprocessor augments the memory inter-
face of the DEC 21164 microprocessor with a large set of
explicitly managed, memory-mapped, external registers
called E-registers [47]. The E-registers can be programmed
to perform vector get or put operations to transfer eight
words with arbitrary stride between nodes. The large
number of E-registers allows gets and puts to be highly
pipelined and the bus interface allows up to four properly
aligned get/put commands to be issued each two-cycle bus
transaction. Gather operations use strided vector gets to
load contiguous E-registers, which are then loaded ªbroad-
sideº in cache-line increments (i.e., the width of the bus)
into registers on the processor chip. Since E-register data is
accessed via I/O space loads, vector elements gathered this
way must be copied to local memory to be cacheable.

Contention for resources can offset the benefits of any
prefetching scheme. Approaches that prefetch into general-
purpose registers suffer from register pressure and those
that prefetch into cache without remapping data suffer from
cache conflicts. How much these factors affect performance
depends on the system and workloads in question, but the
detrimental effects can be significant. To put the cache-
interference problem in perspective for image processing
applications, Impulse-style remapping to remove cache
conflicts accounts for a speedup of 180 percent (and

improved TLB performance yields an even greater overall
speedup) on a ray tracing benchmark and reduces memory
stall time by almost a factor of five (from 16 million cycles to
3.4 million cycles) on an image filtering benchmark [53].

4 THE STREAM MEMORY CONTROLLER

Unique to our work is the premise that access ordering
should be:

. performed to exploit both memory system architec-
ture and device component capabilities, and

. done at run-time, when more information is avail-
able on which to base scheduling decisions.

4.1 Architecture

We describe our approachÐa �CT;RT;RT � system in our
taxonomyÐbased on the simplified architecture of Fig. 1. In
this system, the compiler must detect the presence of
streams (as in [4]) and arrange to transmit information
about them (i.e., base address, stride, length, data size, and
whether the stream is being read or written) to the
hardware at run-time. The dynamic access ordering hard-
ware then prefetches the read operands, buffers the write
operands, and reorders the accesses to get better memory
system performance.

Our dynamic access ordering hardware, called a Stream
Memory Controller (SMC), is logically divided into two
components: a Stream Buffer Unit (SBU) and a Memory
Scheduling Unit (MSU). The MSU is a controller through
which memory is interfaced to the CPU. It includes logic to
issue memory requests and to determine the order of
requests during streaming computations. For nonstream
accesses, the MSU provides the same functionality and
performance as a traditional memory controller. As with the
stream-specific parts of the MSU, the SBU is not on the
critical path to memory and the speed of nonstream
accesses is not adversely affected by its presence.

The MSU has full knowledge of all streams currently
needed by the CPU: Using the base address, stride, and
vector length, it can generate the addresses of all elements
in a stream. It also knows the details of the memory
architecture, including interleaving and device character-
istics. The access-ordering circuitry uses this information to
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issue requests for individual stream elements in an order
that attempts to maximize memory system performance.

The Stream Buffer Unit contains high-speed buffers for
stream operands and provides memory-mapped control
registers that the processor uses to specify stream para-
meters. By memory mapping the control registers and FIFO
heads, we avoid having to modify the processor's instruc-
tion set.

Even though the hardware depicted in Fig. 1 does not
cache stream data, the dynamic access ordering described
here is equally valid for memory systems that can perform
intelligent access ordering and/or prefetching and buffer-
ing within the memory controller, even if they always
transmit data in cache-line increments to a processor chip
with a traditional cache hierarchy. Application-driven
remapping of physical addresses at the memory controller
[49], [11] can be used to give programs more control over
how stream data is cached. In the SMC system described
here, stream data can be cached by copying it to a portion of
memory that has been preallocated in cache, as in Lee's
subroutines [32]. Fundamentally, the decision whether or not to
cache stream data is orthogonal to the problem of designing an
efficient memory controller for modern DRAMs.

4.2 Programming Model and Compilation

We have tried to heed the principal lesson from RISC
designs, namely to wisely partition what is done at compile
time and what is done at run timeÐand particularly to keep
run-time operations as simple and regular as possible.
Although there are several possible programming models
for the Stream Buffer Unit, the one we chose is that of a set
of FIFOs, each of which is managed by a control/status
register. Once this register is initialized, the processor
merely reads from (or writes to) the head of the queue to
read (write) the next data item in the stream. The act of
accessing this location dequeues an input datum or
enqueues an output datum.

Conceptually, these buffers need not be implemented as
FIFOs from the memory system's perspective. The Memory
Scheduling Unit tries to fill the buffers in an order that
maximizes memory bandwidth, which may require acces-
sing the FIFOs internal storage locations in an arbitrary
order. From the memory side, the buffers could appear to
be a small addressable memory, or register file. For a
system with an out-of-order or speculative processor, the
stream buffers would need to appear as addressable
memories from both sides, since the CPU need not access
elements in stream order.

Making the stream buffers behave like FIFOs simplifies
the compilation problem. Fig. 2 shows the code for dot
product as generated for, Fig. 2a, a MIPS microprocessor
[36] and, Fig. 2b, a hypothetical MIPS extension that
includes a stream control unit. The original code in Fig. 2a
was generated by a fairly conventional optimizing compiler
and has had strength-reduction applied to it. The compiler
recognizes that the computations of the addresses of a�i�
and b�i� (which are of the form a� i� 4) do not have to
actually perform the multiplication on each iteration.
Outside the loop, a compiler-generated temporary location
is initialized to the base address of the vector. This

temporary is then merely incremented by four bytes on
each loop iteration.

Except for trivial differences, this is the same information
needed by the streamed code shown in Fig. 2b, which was
generated by an experimental compiler built as part of this
research project [4]. At the point where the usual optimizer
initializes a temporary storage location to the base address,
the streaming compiler emits code to initialize the FIFO
control registerÐthe sin32i (ªstream in 32-bit integerº)
instruction in this case. In those places where the conven-
tional compiler loads a�i� and b�i�, the streaming compiler
references the head of the stream FIFOs (denoted as s0 and
s1 here). The key point in this example is that it
demonstrates the feasibility of stream detection: The
compilation process is not especially difficult. As a
beneficial side effect, the number of instructions in the
inner loop is reduced because the CPU no longer needs to
compute the array addresses.

Although there is some similarity between streaming
and vector load/store operations, compiling for streaming
is substantially less complex. In particular, vectorizing
compilers must test for a dependency between data
generated on one iteration and used in a subsequent one;
this relatively expensive dependency analysis is not needed
here. Many recurrence dependences can be broken by
streaming [4] and the compiler can insert run-time checks
that trigger execution of a nonstreaming version of the loop
when true dependences exist.

5 METHODOLOGY

The SMC is only intended to speed up the inner loops of
streamed computations, so we use benchmark kernels to
evaluate our design. The impact of dynamic access
ordering on whole program performance is being studied
as part of the Impulse project [11]. Fig. 3 lists the kernels
used to generate the results presented here. daxpy, copy,
and scale are from the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra
Subroutines) [18], and tridiag is a tridiagonal gaussian
elimination fragment, the fifth Livermore Loop [35]. vaxpy
denotes a ªvector axpyº operation that occurs in matrix-
vector multiplication by diagonals: A vector a multiplied
by a vector x plus a vector y.

For our purposes, the actual computation in these loops
is unimportant; we focus instead on the access pattern and
the lengths of the streams. These kernels represent the
access patterns frequently found in real codes. For instance,
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copy and scale are the memory access patterns of JPEG and

MPEG operations in multimedia applications. To a first-

order approximation, MPEG video encoding is simply JPEG

coding on each successive frame. The JPEG coding

algorithm includes several steps that either manipulate

the entire image or operate on smaller blocks of data, giving

rise to two basic stream lengths. The first stream size is

related to the size of the image and can range from five

thousand to about two million, depending on the video

resolution. The second stream size is that of a block, which

is either 64 or 100.
To illustrate the effectiveness of our approach, we

present two categories of results. The first explores

performance for systems with our prototype's organization:

a uniprocessor system with an external SMC chip managing

an interleaved memory of fast-page mode DRAMs. These

results include analytic bandwidth bounds, functional

simulation results, and measured hardware performance.

The second category explores a wider design space and

includes analytic and simulation results for systems with

SMCs integrated onto processor chips: We examine a range

of fast-page mode DRAM memory systems similar to the

prototype, as well as two single-chip Direct Rambus

memory systems.
We present our results as a percentage of peak

bandwidth or that which would be achieved if the CPU

could complete one memory access each processor cycle.

The vectors we consider are of equal length, unit stride,

share no DRAM pages in common, and are aligned to

begin in the same bank, unless otherwise noted. To put as

much stress as possible on the memory system, arithmetic

computation is assumed to be infinitely fast and is

abstracted out of each kernel. For the hardware results,

we execute each loop prior to beginning our measure-

ments so that the experiment can run entirely out of the

instruction cache. The i860's eight Kbyte data cache is

two-way set associative, write-back, and write-around,

with pseudorandom replacement and 32-byte lines. In our

experiments, all SMC stream references use noncaching

loads and stores.

6 RESULTS

6.1 Performance for a Separate SMC ASIC

Our proof-of-concept Stream Memory Controller system is
implemented as a single, semi-custom VLSI integrated
circuit interfaced to a 40MHz Intel i860 host processor [26].
We chose the i860 for its ready availability and because it
provides load/store instructions that bypass the cache.
Since we did not have the option of implementing our own
general-purpose processor, we were forced to implement
the SMC off-chip. The packaging of the prototype is thus
somewhat different from that suggested by the conceptual
design of Fig. 1, but the organization is logically the same.

The results in this subsection describe the performance of
an off-chip SMC system with the architecture depicted in
Fig. 4. The i860 motherboard is interfaced via an expansion
connector to an SMC daughterboard. The motherboard
contains an i860XP processor, its eight Kbyte data cache, a
system boot EPROM, a memory controller optimized for
cache-line fills, and 16 Mbytes of fast-page mode DRAM.
The daughterboard contains the four bit-sliced VLSI ASICs
that constitute the SMC, its memory subsystem, and a
pipeline stage needed to meet timing and line-length
constraints.

Each bank of DRAM memory on the daughterboard is
composed of two 32 Mbit 60 nsec page-mode components
with 1 Kbyte pages. The minimum cycle time for fast page-
mode accesses is 35 nsec and random accesses require
110 nsec. Wait states make the SMC's observed access time
for sustained accesses 50 nsec (two CPU cycles) for page
hits and 175 nsec for page misses (seven CPU cycles,
including the time to precharge and set up the new DRAM
page). Since there are two interleaved banks of memory, the
SMC can deliver one 64-bit data item every 25 nsec
processor cycle for streams with relatively prime strides.
This matches the consumption rate of the 40MHz i860 host
processor: It can only initiate a new bus transaction every
other clock cycle, but quadword instructions allow the
processor to read 128 bits of data in two consecutive clocks.

The processor takes about 14 nsec to assert its address
and cycle definition pins and the signals take another
five nsec to propagate to the expansion connector. This
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leaves less than six nsec in the current cycle to latch data
into or present data from the SMC. In addition, the electrical
specifications for expansion card connections call for signal
line lengths of less than one inch before the first level of
logic on the daughterboard. In light of these two con-
straints, we added a single-stage, bidirectional pipeline to
the daughter board; this component latches the address,
data, and cycle definition signals from the i860 and presents
them to the SMC on the next clock cycle or latches data from
the SMC for use by the processor on the next cycle. Our off-
chip implementation thus incurs pipeline delays in addition
to bus turnaround delays when switching between reading
and writing. The latter delays would not be present in the
on-chip SMCs described in Section 6.2 or in a system that
doubles the bus width and then drives alternate halves, as
in Mathew et al.'s Parallel Vector Access Unit [38]. None-
theless, the performance of our prototype SMC represents a
significant improvement over the performance of a
non-SMC system for stream accesses.

Our prototype Stream Memory Controller is a 132-pin
ASIC implemented in a 0.75 mm, three-level metal HP26B
process fabricated through MOSIS. We chose a four-way
bit-sliced organization over a full 64-bit wide version to
avoid being severely pad-limited in size. Fig. 5 illustrates
the decomposition of each 16-bit SMC ASIC into four logical
components: the Processor Bus Interface (PBI), the Com-
mand Status and Control (CSC) registers, the FIFO Buffers,
and the Bank Controller (BC).

The PBI state machine shown at the left of Fig. 5 provides
the logic necessary to interface the SMC with the i860
processor bus. The PBI manages accesses to the CSC
registers, stream accesses to the memory mapped FIFO
heads, and nonstream (scalar) accesses to the memory
subsystem. The CPU transmits the base, length, and stride
parameters for each stream by writing the CSC registers.
These registers are implemented with dual-ported SRAM,
allowing both the CPU and the BC to access them
simultaneously.

The FIFOs buffer data between the processor and the
memory and can be accessed by both simultaneously. The
buffer component is broken down into two sections: the
dual-ported SRAMs used to implement virtual FIFOs and
the FIFO controller state machine that generates the
addresses for Memory Scheduling Unit (MSU) accesses to

the FIFOs. The FIFO controller logic provides signals
conveying ªfullnessº information for each FIFO to both
the BC and the PBI. The PBI uses these signals to determine
when a given access can be completed and the BC uses
them to decide which memory access to perform next. The
BC logic handles the interface to the interleaved memory
system and fills or drains the FIFOs. The BC also provides
support for scalar accesses to the SMC daughterboard
memory.

This version of the SMC is 52 square millimeters and
about 150,000 transistors, with an estimated power dissipa-
tion of 1.14 watts. It includes four software-programmable
FIFOs that can each be set to read or write and whose depth
can be adjusted to powers of two from eight to 128 double-
word elements. The prototype's Memory Scheduling Unit
implements a very simple ordering policy: The BC con-
siders each FIFO in round-robin order, performing as many
accesses as it can for the current FIFO before moving on to
the next. Despite its simplicity, this ordering strategy works
well in practice. For uniprocessor systems, its simulation
performance is competitive with that of more sophisticated
policies. More intelligent schemes are required to achieve
uniformly good performance on streams whose strides do
not hit all memory banks and on multiprocessor systems in
general [34].

6.1.1 Effective Bandwidth for Long-Stream

Computations

Fig. 6 illustrates the measured performance of our proto-
type system on each of the benchmark kernels with vectors
of 16 to 8K elements and with the FIFO depth set at 16.
These graphs show the percentage of the peak system
bandwidth exploited for each benchmark. The short-dashed
lines labeled ªlimitº indicate the combined effect of two
performance bounds: SMC startup costs and unavoidable
page misses and bus-turnaround delays (derivations of
performance bounds are given elsewhere [34]). The long-
dashed lines indicate the performance of our software
simulations and the solid lines indicate the performance of
our prototype hardware. The dotted lines indicate the
performance measured when using caching load instruc-
tions to access the stream data in the i860's own cache-
optimized memory and the dot-dash lines indicate the
performance measured when using the i860's noncaching
pipelined floating point load (pfld) instruction. These
performances have nothing to do with FIFO depth, but
we represent them with lines on these graphs for purposes
of comparison. We unroll each loop eight times for the
cache and SMC experiments, but the pfld results represent
the natural access order for the computation. Unrolling and
grouping reads and writes minimizes the number of bus
transitions between reading and writing, amortizing turn-
around delays on the bus between the CPU and the SBU
over several accesses.

The cache performance numbers presented here in some
sense represent a lower bound since the i860's data cache
has relatively short lines. Most cache controllers, including
the i860's, exploit memory device characteristics only
within a single cache line, but caches with longer lines
can deliver better effective bandwidth for small-stride
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streams. For other strides (unless physical addresses are
remapped to increase locality), caching streams wastes bus
bandwidth and cache space by loading unneeded data. We
do not measure those effects here, but they have been
addressed elsewhere: McKee and Wulf's analytic models
and measurements explore effective bandwidth for caching
accesses under a variety of cache-controller assumptions
[41] and Carter et al.'s empirical results quantify the
negative effects of cache pollution and wasted bus
bandwidth for scientific applications [11].

These experiments measure the efficiency with which the
memory subsystem transfers data to and from the proces-
sor, not the execution time of the loop. Compiler optimiza-
tions like prefetching are orthogonal to this analysisÐthey
might change when a datum is loaded with respect to its
use, but the same amount of data is transferred, regardless.
Note that software prefetching may offer little benefit for
bandwidth-limited loops if there is insufficient computation
between accesses to mask the memory latency: The memory
system would quickly become saturated.

The effective bandwidth delivered by the SMC for these
kernels is between 2.14 and 3.75 times that delivered by
cache-line fills. Performing the computation with caching
accesses yields less than 32 percent of the system's peak
bandwidth for all access patterns. For the two multiple-
vector kernels that both read and write the same vector
(daxpy and vaxpy), cache performance falls off when vector
length exceeds the cache size and modified cache lines are
written to memory as they are evicted. The i860's write-back
operation when dirty lines hit the current DRAM page is
more efficient than its cache-line fill, as evidenced by the
absence of a drop in cache performance for scale on long
vectors. This kernel's cache performance would rival the

SMC's if the i860's cache controller could take more
advantage of page mode for the read accesses.

When noncaching instructions are used in the natural
order of the computation, performance is generally even
worse than when using caching loads. The exception to this
is scale, results for which are shown in Fig. 6c. This kernel
operates on a single vector and so the accesses always hit
the open page.

Variations in the processor's reference sequence have
little effect on the SMC's ability to improve bandwidth, as
evidenced by the similarity of the performance curves for
different benchmarks. The slight dips in the SMC perfor-
mance curves at 32-element vectors for the tridiag and vaxpy
kernels in Fig. 6 occur because of an interaction between the
number of streams, the vector length, and the FIFO depth.
Exactly when the DRAM page misses happen depends on
all these parameters and the shorter the vectors are, the
greater the impact each page miss has on overall perfor-
mance. Plotting points for vectors of every length reveals a
saw-tooth shape, the ªteethº of which get smaller as vector
length grows and page misses are amortized over more
accesses. Fig. 7 shows this detail for the copy kernel.
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Fig. 7. Detailed copy performance for 16-deep FIFOs and varying vector

lengths.



6.1.2 FIFO Depth and Attainable Bandwidth

Exploiting page mode as much as possible creates a start-up

cost for using the SMC. For computations that read more

than one stream, the processor must wait for the first

element of the sth stream while the MSU fills the FIFOs for

the first sÿ 1 streams. By the time the MSU has provided all

operands for the first loop iteration, it will have prefetched

data for many future iterations, so the processor will not

stall again soon. Nonetheless, even though deeper FIFOs

allow the MSU to get more data from a DRAM page each

time it is loaded into the sense amps, they cause the

processor to wait longer at startup. The graphs in Fig. 8

illustrate the net effect of these competing factors for our

benchmark kernels on 128-element vectors. The legend is

the same as for Fig. 6. The descending portions of the short-

dashed line labeled ªlimitº show the performance bounds

defined by the startup cost. Short-vector computations have

fewer total accesses over which to amortize startup and

page-miss costs. For these loops, initial delays can represent

a significant portion of the computation time. This is easy to

see in the performance curves for the kernels that read two

or more streams (daxpy, swap, tridiag, and vaxpy). The copy

and scale kernels incur no initial delay since they read only

one stream. If we were to plot performance for deeper

FIFOs, these portions of the curves would be flat: Effective

bandwidth remains constant once FIFO size exceeds vector

length.
These results illustrate the importance of choosing an

appropriate FIFO depth for each computation. Fortunately,

the compiler can use the equations for the startup delay

bound and the page miss/bus-turnaround bound to gen-

erate code that selects the FIFO depth at run time. The

heuristic of choosing the FIFO depth closest to the

intersection of the two performance limits gives good results
in all of our thousands of simulation experiments [34].

The 2K-element vectors used to generate the results
depicted in Fig. 9 allow startup and page-miss costs to be
amortized much more effectively than the 128-element
vectors of Fig. 8. For the longer vectors, initial delays have
very little effect on overall performance for the prototype
SMC's range of FIFO depths. Performance of this off-chip
implementation of the SMC reaches a maximum of about
90 percent of peak system bandwidth, regardless of the
computation parameters. This limit reflects the cost of
transferring data across chip boundaries.

The disparity between SMC and cache performance is
even more dramatic for nonunit stride computations, where
each cache-line fill fetches unneeded data. For computa-
tions using the i860's pipelined, noncaching load, perfor-
mance for nonunit strides is about half that for unit strides
since quadword instructions can no longer be used to access
two elements every two cycles. In contrast, SMC perfor-
mance is relatively insensitive to changes in vector stride as
long as the stride hits all memory banks and is small
relative to the page size. For instance, SMC performance for
vectors with stride five (the smallest stride for which only
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Fig. 8. Percentage of peak bandwidth for 128-element vectors and varying FIFO depths. (a) copy. (b) daxpy. (c) scale. (d) swap. (e) tridiag. (f) vaxpy.

Fig. 9. Percentage of peak bandwidth for vaxpy with 32-deep FIFOs and

longer vectors.



one element resides in each cache line) on the vaxpy access
pattern is nearly identical to that for unit stride, whereas the
caching load and pfld performances decrease by factors of
3.7 and 1.8, respectively. Fig. 10 illustrates this, both as FIFO
depth changes (Fig. 10a, Fig. 10b) and as vector length
grows (Fig. 10c, Fig. 10d). For these vectors, the SMC
delivers between 10.4 and 13.2 times the effective band-
width of cache-line fills.

As the results in this section illustrate, even an SMC with
only a small amount of buffer space (16 elements) can
consistently deliver over 80 percent of the peak system
bandwidth for all but the shortest vectors. When we take
each kernel's inherent bandwidth limits into account, these
SMC performances represent between 89 and 98 percent of
the attainable bandwidth for vectors over 128 elements.
With FIFO depths set at only 32 elements, our system
delivers its maximum possible performance on vectors of
only 2K elements. Deeper FIFOs yield even better perfor-
mance for computations on longer vectors.

6.2 Performance for an Integrated CPU and SMC

The last subsection demonstrated the high correlation of our
functional simulation results with the performance of our
prototype hardware. We also used our simulation model to
investigate other system organizations that integrate the
SMC into the processor chip, where the stream buffers enjoy
the same access times as the on-chip cache. This section
presents analytic and simulation results for memory
systems composed of up to eight interleaved banks of
fast-page mode DRAM and for systems consisting of a
single Direct RDRAM.

6.2.1 An Integrated SMC for Interleaved Page Mode

Memory Systems

For the fast-page mode systems we examine, other para-
meters (such as the DRAM page size and the hit/miss cost
ratio) are the same as in the prototype system. In Section 6.1,
we unrolled loops to amortize bus turnaround delays
between the CPU and the SBU over several accesses. This
optimization is unnecessary for an on-chip SMC, where the
bus width is not limited by the number of available pins.

Fig. 11 shows comparative results for each kernel on
vectors of 4K elements for a range of FIFO depths and
memory organizations. Since this organization does not
suffer the delays inherent in an off-chip memory controller,
the SMC can exploit nearly the full system bandwidth for
sufficiently deep FIFOs. Vectors of length 4K are long
enough to reap most of the SMC's benefit: simulation
results for vectors of 16K elements differ by less than
3 percent of peak bandwidth.

By increasing the number of memory banks, we decrease
the number of vector elements in each bank, which limits
the SMC's ability to amortize page-miss and startup costs.
This is particularly evident in the performance of organiza-
tions with shallow FIFOs (eight or 16 elements) and a higher
degree of interleaving. For instance, the percentage of peak
bandwidth delivered for vaxpy by an eight-bank SMC
system with FIFOs set at eight elements in Fig. 11f is only
35.1 percent of that delivered by a similar single-bank
system. This may seem counter-intuitive at first, but
systems with more memory banks require deeper FIFOs
to deliver good performance. If we assume that total system
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Fig. 10. Percentage of peak bandwidth for vaxpy's access pattern and varying vector strides. (a) 128-element, stride-5 vectors. (b) 128-element,

stride-1 vectors. (c) Stride-5 vectors and 16-deep FIFOs. (d) Stride-5 vectors and 16-deep FIFOs.



bandwidth scales with interleaving, the eight-bank system
delivers a smaller percentage of a much larger bandwidth.
To put this in perspective, Fig. 12 illustrates how these
absolute bandwidths relate to each other.

6.2.2 An Integrated SMC for Two Rambus Memory

Systems

The RDRAM's separate pins for row address, column
address, and data allow each bank's sense amplifiers to be
independently opened, accessed, and precharged [45]. For

example, one bank's page can be left open while accessing

another bank's sense amps. This independence permits a

number of precharge policies. In a closed-page policy, the

sense amps are always precharged after a data access (or

burst of accesses) to a bank. In an open-page policy, the sense

amps are left openÐunprechargedÐafter a data access to a

bank. The fast-page mode systems described above use an

open-page policy for stream accesses. A closed-page policy

makes more sense when successive accesses are expected to

be to different pages and an open-page policy makes more

sense if successive accesses are likely to be to the same page.
We examine two memory configurations, one using a

closed-page policy and cache-line interleaving (CLI) so that

successive cache lines reside in different RDRAM banks and

one using an open page policy and page interleaving (PI) so

that switching banks only happens when accessing an

RDRAM page different from the last. These two configura-

tions represent two extreme points of the design space for

RDRAM memory systems and are both employed in real

system designs [44]. Henceforth, references to CLI systems

imply a closed-page policy and references to PI systems

imply an open-page policy.
In our experiments, we model memory systems com-

posed of Direct RDRAMs with eight independent banks
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Fig. 11. Percentage of peak bandwidth for long vectors and an integrated SMC. (a) copy. (b) daxpy. (c) scale. (d) swap. (e) tridiag. (f) vaxpy.

Fig. 12. Percentage of peak bandwidth for vaxpy relative to a single-

bank system.



and 1 Kbyte pages (128 64-bit words). The vectors we use

are either 128 or 1,024 64-bit elements in length and are unit-

stride unless otherwise stated. All communication to and

from an RDRAM is performed using packets and each

command or data packet requires four 2.5 nsec clock cycles

to transfer. Two 64-bit stream elements fit in a data packet

and four elements fit in a cache line. We consider FIFO

depths from eight to 128 stream elements and we used the

same, simple ordering scheme as in our prototype, fast-

page mode system. These experiments assume no particular

processor model. Results are relative to the Direct

RDRAM's maximum bandwidth.

Fig. 13 illustrates our results for each of the four

multivector benchmark kernels and the two memory

interleaving schemes. The columns on the left, Fig. 13a,

Fig. 13b, Fig. 13c, Fig. 13d, Fig. 13e, Fig. 13f, Fig. 13g,

Fig. 13h, give CLI system performance and those on the

right, Fig. 13i, Fig. 13j, Fig. 13k, Fig. 13l, Fig. 13m, Fig. 13n,

Fig. 13o, Fig. 13p, give PI system performance. Graphs in a

given row show results for the same benchmark. The first

and third columns represent performance for benchmarks

with vectors of length 28 and the second and fourth

columns represent performance for benchmarks with

vectors of length 1,024. The long-dashed lines in these
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Fig. 13. Percentage of peak bandwidth for direct RDRAM systems. (a) CLI copy 128. (b) CLI copy 1K. (c) CLI daxpy 128. (d) CLI daxpy 1K. (e) CLI

tridiag 128. (f) CLI tridiag 1K. (g) CLI vaxpy 128. (b) CLI vaxpy 1K. (i) PI copy 128. (j) PI copy 1K. (k) PI daxpy 128. (l) PI daxpy 1K. (m) PI tridiag 128.

(n) PI tridiag 1K. (o) PI vaxpy 128. (p) PI vaxpy 1K.



graphs indicate the maximum bandwidth that can be
exploited when accessing streams via cache-line fills. This
limit is optimistic in that it ignores potential delays from
writing dirty lines back to memory and assumes an optimal
data placement such that the computation encounters no
bank conflicts. The dashed lines labeled ªSMC, max
conflictº show simulated SMC performance when the
vectors are aligned to cause bank conflicts and the solid
lines labeled ªSMC, min conflictº illustrate results for a
more advantageous data placement. The dashed lines
represent the attainable bandwidth defined by two analytic
performance bounds, one modeling the influence of the
startup delay on performance and one modeling the
maximum bandwidth for computations with longer vectors.
These equations differ significantly from those for fast-page
mode DRAM systems [25]. In an RDRAM system, the
precharges to one bank can be overlapped with accesses to
another and, thus, bus-turnaround delaysÐand not page-
miss overheadsÐbecome the limiting performance factor.

Our results for loading stream data in the natural order
in cache-line increments are lower than the 95 percent
efficiency rate that Crisp reports [15]. This difference arises
because we model streaming kernels on a memory system
composed of a single RDRAM device, whereas Crisp's
experiments model more random access patterns on a
system with many devices. For kernels with four or fewer
streams, we find that effective bandwidth is limited to less
than 76 percent for PI systems and less than 61 percent for
CLI systems. Maximum effective bandwidth increases with
the number of streams in the computation: Loops with more
streams exploit the Direct RDRAM's available concurrency
better by enabling more pipelined loads or stores to be
performed between each bus-turnaround delay. A compu-
tation on eight, independent, unit-stride streams (seven
read-streams and one write-stream, aligned in memory so
that there are no bank conflicts between cache-line fills) can
exploit up to 88.68 percent and 76.11 percent of peak
bandwidth for stride-one vectors on a PI and CLI system,
respectively. When the vector stride increases to four or
moreÐso that three-fourths of the data in each cache line
goes unusedÐthis performance drops to 22.17 percent and
19.03 percent of peak bandwidth. Even though PI organiza-
tions perform better than CLI organizations for streaming,
they should perform much worse than CLI for more
random, nonstream accesses, where successive cache-line
fills are unlikely to be to the same RDRAM page.

Although performance for accessing cache lines in the
computation's natural order is sensitive to the number of
streams in the computation, the performance for the SMC is
uniformly good, regardless of the number of streams in the
loop or the order in which the processor accesses them. An
SMC always beats using natural-order cache-line fills for
CLI memory organizations and an SMC with deep FIFOs on
unit-stride, long-vector computations delivers between 2.11
(for vaxpy) and 2.94 (for copy) times the maximum potential
performance of the traditional approach. The improvement
is smaller for shorter vectors or shallower FIFOs, particu-
larly for an unfavorable vector alignment. For PI organiza-
tions and appropriate FIFO depths, an SMC still beats the
natural order every time, although the improvements here

are smaller than for CLI systems. In contrast to our analytic
performance bounds for fast-page mode systems, the
RDRAM bounds do not help in calculating appropriate
FIFO depths for a computation: The best FIFO depth must
be chosen experimentally.

Vector alignment has little impact on effective band-
width for SMC systems with CLI memory organizations, as
evidenced by the nearly identical performances for the
simulations of maximal and minimal numbers of bank
conflicts on systems with FIFOs deeper than 16 elements. A
larger performance difference arises between the maximum
and minimum bank-conflict simulations for SMC systems
with PI memory organizations and FIFO depths of 32 ele-
ments or fewer. With deep FIFOs (64-128 elements) and
long vectors, the SMC can deliver good performance even
for a suboptimal data placement, yielding over 89 percent of
the attainable bandwidth for all benchmarks.

For computations on shorter streams, the SMC can
deliver nearly the effective bandwidth defined by the
startup-delay bound. In fact, SMC performance approaches
the bandwidth limits in all cases except for the 1K-element
vector kernels on PI systems with an open-page policy. This
difference in the SMC's ability to exploit available band-
width results from our simple MSU scheduling policy.
When the MSU's current request misses the RDRAM page,
it must initiate a precharge operation before it can access the
data. This means that the first access of each stream incurs a
precharge delay, as does every access that crosses an
RDRAM page boundary and every access to a busy bank
(where the precharge cannot be overlapped with other
activity). Furthermore, when we switch pages, the MSU
must issue a row-activation command packet in addition to
the column access packet. These overhead costs occur
frequently and thus have a significant impact on long-
stream performance. A scheduling policy that speculatively
precharges a page and issues a row-activation command
before the stream crosses the page boundary would
mitigate some of these costs, as would an MSU that
overlaps activity for another FIFO with the latency of the
precharge and row activate commands.

As stride increases, any RDRAM controller becomes
hampered in its ability to deliver peak performance. Data
types and strides that do not densely occupy the 128-bit
data packets can only exploit a fraction of the RDRAM's
bandwidth. To put this in perspective, Fig. 14 shows the
maximum percentage of peak bandwidth that cache-line
fills in the computation's natural order can deliver when
reading single streams. The solid and dotted lines indicate
performance bounds for CLI and PI systems, respectively.
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The effective bandwidth drops as vector stride increases up
to the cache-line size and, once the stride exceeds the
number of words in the cache line, the performance limits
remain constant. For these larger strides, cache-line fills in
the natural order only deliver 10 percent or less of the Direct
RDRAM's potential bandwidth.

Increasing the number of non-unit-stride streams
accessed increases the potential to exploit the parallelism
supported by the Direct RDRAM interface, just as it did for
unit-stride streams of Fig. 13. To illustrate this, Fig. 15
compares performances for the access pattern of the vaxpy
kernel on vectors of length 1,024. The FIFO depth in these
experiments is 128 elements. The y axis in Fig. 15 indicates
the percentage of attainable bandwidth which, for non-unit-
strides, is 50 percent of the peak system bandwidth.
Performance for the SMC systems is sensitive to the stride
of the computation, which determines the number of bank
conflicts that the MSU will suffer. For PI systems and
computations with strides over about 40, using cache-line
fills in the computation's natural order may beat using an
SMC with the current, simplistic reordering scheme. For
smaller strides, and for some advantageous strides larger
than 40, the SMC delivers significantly better performance
than the cache canÐup to 2.2 times the maximum effective
bandwidth of the traditional memory controller. For CLI
systems, the SMC delivers up to 1.6 times the bandwidth of
the traditional approach, but performs worse for strides that
are multiples of 16. Using cache-line fills for these strides is
likely to create more cache conflicts because the vectors
leave a larger footprint, but measuring the negative
performance impact of these conflicts is beyond the scope
of this study.

7 DATA COHERENCE

The addition of the Stream Memory Controller using a
noncaching path to main memory introduces the problem
of data coherence between cache and the Stream Buffer Unit
or between separate FIFOs in the SBU. Some mechanism
must ensure coherence between the different components in
the memory hierarchy, either by simply mapping stream
pages as noncacheable or providing more sophisticated
support from the compiler, the hardware, or some
combination thereof. The design presented here assumes
that coherence is maintained by software that guarantees
stream data are not resident in cache when the SMC is
active, perhaps by flushing the cache before streaming
starts (which is only cost-effective for long streams). A
snooping mechanism could be used to update or invalidate

stale data, but this would require modifications to the SBU
design and would add to the hardware cost of the SMC.
Given that supporting out-of-order access to stream
elements by the processor requires similar modifications
and requires abandoning the simple FIFO SBU model, a
hardware coherence mechanism might be attractive in that
context.

The most effective solutions to the coherence problem
will likely involve a combination of hardware and software.
Programmable caches allow the compiler to manage
coherence through software. This requires at least two
operations: invalidate and post (which copies a value back to
main memory). Cytron et al. [12] develop algorithms to
determine when a cached value must update its shared
variable or when a cached value is potentially stale. Their
work shows how automatic techniques can effectively
manage software-controlled caches.

Some decisions that cannot be made at compile-time
can be made dynamically. For instance, the compiler
could generate two versions of a loop body and insert
run-time checks to determine which one to execute,
avoiding streaming if there were potential aliasing
problems. Another possibility is to allow programmer
directives to specify whether streaming is safe for a given
vector. These last two solutions can be used to avoid data
dependences (and thus coherence problems) between
streams within the SMC.

8 SWITCHING CONTEXTS

The additional hardware in SMC systems introduces a
potentially large amount of state per process. If the SMC is
only used by one process at a time, then there is no need to
save its state when the operating system switches contexts.
If the SMC is shared, then the two main questions to
address are:

. How much state should be (or must be) saved? and

. When should (must) it be saved?

One solution is simply to discard data in read FIFOs
since they can be refetched the next time the process runs.
Other strategies become possible if the operating system
need not implement precise interrupts for context switches.
For instance, the SMC could be instructed to stop prefetch-
ing stream operands, but execution of the process could
continue until at least one of the read FIFOs is drained.

Data in write FIFOs must be flushed to memory before a
new process begins writing data to the SMC, but these
writes could be overlapped with the loading of the new
process's context. Alternatively, shadow write buffers could
be added to hold the data being flushed, allowing the new
process to use the SMC sooner. Whether or not the expense
of such a scheme would be justified is an open question. Of
course, the state of each FIFO (current address, operand
count remaining, stride) must be saved as well. The SMC
could even be used for saving and restoring the contexts
themselves.

Another option is to extend virtual memory management
techniques to include the SMC context and to do demand
paging. Whenever a process with an invalid context
mapping attempts to access the SMC, a page fault is
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generated and a device driver saves the current device state,
loads the new state, and validates the context mapping of
the new process. This is similar to the approach taken in
Kilgard et al.'s implementation of OpenGL direct rendering
[28]. Mainwaring and Culler's network interface also
performs demand paging of process contexts, maintaining
a cache of the most recently used contexts within the
controller [33]. Some network interface controllers (e.g.,
Myrinet [3]) already include the necessary extra hardware
to manage contexts. Adopting this approach for the SMC
would greatly increase the hardware requirements, but
might represent an attractive, scalable solution in a system
with a large transistor budget.

9 CONCLUSIONS

By combining compile-time detection of streams with
execution-time selection of the access order and issue, we
achieve near-optimal bandwidth for vector-like accesses
relatively inexpensively. The SMC can even deliver vector-
like memory performance for streamed computations
whose data recurrences prevent vectorization [4]. This
technique can complement more traditional cache-based
schemes and help alleviate the memory bottleneck. We
have studied dynamic access ordering within the context
of uniprocessor systems with fast-page mode DRAM and
Direct Rambus DRAM memories, but the technique may
also be applied to other systems in terms of both
computing platform and memory technology. For in-
stance, our investigations indicate that the SMC concept
can be effectively applied to shared-memory multipro-
cessor systems, but that a more complex ordering strategy
is required for such systems to achieve uniformly high
performance [34].

The dynamic access ordering hardware described here is
both feasible and efficient to implement: It neither increases
the processor's cycle time nor lengthens the path to memory
for non-stream accesses. The hardware complexity is a
function of the number and size of the stream buffers
(implemented as FIFOs) and SMC placement (whether or
not it is integrated into the processor chip). Our prototype
ASIC for fast-page mode DRAM memories uses about
150,000 transistors, a modest number compared to the many
millions used in current microprocessors. The SMC's
control state machines are relatively small and, thus, the
transistor count should scale approximately linearly with
the maximum FIFO depth. Using commercially available
memory parts and only a few hundred words of buffer
storage, our prototype demonstrates that an SMC system
can deliver nearly the full memory system bandwidth.
Moreover, it does so without heroic compiler technology.

When accessing streams on single-device Direct Rambus
memory systems, we find that a page-interleaved memory
organization can deliver higher effective bandwidth for
cache-line fills than a cache-line interleaved organization,
although the latter should deliver better performance for
nonstream accesses. By adding hardware support for
streaming in the form of an SMC, we improve the
performance of both memory organizations, allowing
computations on long streams to utilize nearly all of the
available memory bandwidth. The Direct RDRAM SMC

systems described here implement the same, simple

scheduling scheme that our fast-page mode DRAM systems

use. More sophisticated access ordering mechanisms

warrant further study to evaluate the robustness of their

performances and the complexity of the corresponding

hardware.
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